DTEN D7X Series
Launch Your Meeting Room into The Future

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

The AI-powered All-In-One DTEN D7X propels every meeting room into a modern meeting and collaboration workspace.

DTEN introduces the newest generation of video collaboration, the DTEN D7X series. Advanced 4K touch displays that packs a punch, cutting-edge AI and deep learning capabilities deliver clearer images, crisper audio and natural writing experiences you’ve been waiting for.

An Enterprise Ready Multi-platform Solution

The D7X is available with both Zoom Rooms and Microsoft Teams native operating systems. Simply select your meeting platform of choice at deployment and follow the on-screen prompts.

- DTEN D7X has received certification for both Zoom Rooms and Microsoft Teams

BYOD with DTEN Smart Connect.

- Access DTEN D7X’s speakers, camera, microphones and touch capabilities from any attached laptop for easy bring-your-own-device (BYOD) flexibility and enterprise-ready presentations
- Never bring your laptop power cord to the meeting again. Connect for power and BYOD over a single USB-C cable for convenient charging at the tabletop

See the Difference

See what you’ve been missing with DTEN’s AI-powered 4K camera, designed to deliver clear images, more viewing options and greater room coverage.

- Get 20% improvement in video clarity and 129° field of view for wider angles to capture more of the room and ensure people sitting on the sideline are included
- AI-assisted video features including DTEN Smart Framing and Zoom Rooms Smart Gallery optimize camera views and provide unparalleled meeting equity
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Hear the Difference

Enjoy crystal-clear conversations. Advanced AI assisted audio optimization suppresses distracting sounds while bringing the voices of meeting participants into clear sound quality.

- Enhanced intelligent 15-microphone array ensures everyone is heard, even in large rooms
- Integrated stereo speakers, 4 times louder than the previous generation, produce room-filling sound
- Built-in noise reduction technology removes distractions from the meeting room so teams can focus on what matters most

Collaborate Better than Ever

Get the collaboration tools needed for successful team brainstorming and project planning with advanced whiteboarding along with the ability to annotate documents and presentations in real time.

No more walking back and forth from your laptop to the board during presentations. The touchback feature means you simply tap your D7X for content control. Touchback works for Windows and Mac in BYOD mode and in Zoom Rooms meetings.

70% Enhanced whiteboard responsiveness
Natural writing tools, auto shapes and choice of colors
Captive touch 4K display with 20 points of touch
Natively Supports Zoom whiteboard
New BYOD touchback feature

Extend Communication & Collaboration

Dual screen support lets you easily expand your viewing real estate. For example, you can add a collaboration companion board for simultaneous viewing of meeting participants and content, creating a complete meeting experience.

- Extensibility for add-ons is available. Add a 2nd or 3rd camera or speakers via USB-A (Windows Edition only)

Device Certification

The D7X Series meets or exceeds certification requirements for both Zoom Rooms and Microsoft Teams.
Complete Your Meeting Room

- D7X is well-suited for a range of meeting spaces including executive offices, huddle spaces, medium and larger conference rooms or training centers
- Add the DTEN ONboard companion whiteboard and collaboration display for dedicated whiteboarding and presentation space, while preserving the D7X display for face-to-face conversations with remote participants
- Combine with DTEN Mate 10.1” Zoom Rooms Controller at the table for added convenience to complete the Zoom Experience
- Add DTEN Orbit for easy device management and convenience support

Worry Free IT Support Services

With DTEN Orbit Service, get convenient control and management of devices with powerful tools including:

- Centralized remote device and user management
- Device status, health monitoring, diagnosis and repair
- Firmware updates
- DTEN Orbit Mission control for fast response time. Most issues are fully resolved in less than 48 hours

Powerful Network Security

- DTEN D7X offers secure connectivity and locks out meeting security threats by implementing the latest security and networking standards for a high-level cyber security posture.
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Key Features Summary

All-in-One Video Meetings
- Built-in camera, microphone, speakers and touchscreen display for true all-in-one solution
- 1-touch to start video meetings (Zoom Rooms or Microsoft Teams)

DTEN Smart Connect/ BYOD
- Simply connect your laptop via a single USB-C charging cable to join Microsoft, Zoom or nearly any other video meeting, all the while accessing the DTEN D7X speakers, camera, microphones and touch capabilities
- DTEN Smart Connect provides touchback control and power to attached devices

Built-in Collaboration Tools
- Easy content sharing for dynamic and engaging presentations
- Annotate shared documents and presentations in real-time
- Nearly no-latency touchscreen whiteboarding for group brainstorming sessions
- Native Zoom Rooms support
- Native Microsoft Teams Rooms support

High Performance
- 4K wide-angle (129 FoV) camera with auto framing and Smart Gallery support (Windows Edition)
- Intelligent 15-mic array for crystal-clear conversations
- Upgraded integrated speakers
- 4K energy efficient touch display
- Ultra-light and ultra-thin design
- Auto Framing and Smart Gallery
- DTEN Smart Framing

Flexibility and Convenience
- All-in-One design
- 55” & 75” screen sizes
- Wall mount (included) or mount on a portable cart or table top stand
- Dual-screen enabled: supports an additional display for flexible screen configurations
- Extended screen support
- Additional add-ons via USB-A
- Available as Windows Edition or Android Edition
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